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The media convey messages. They deliver information,
not in a neutral way, but such as to influence and
change a culture. In the digital age of the 21st
century, the mass medium of television constitutes
an essential part in the lives of many people. It
serves as a major source of information and especially
entertainment. With an ever increasing number
and variety of TV channels and programs to choose
from, it is becoming more and more difficult to
decide for an evening of reading or at the theater
instead of in front of the TV set. Since the early
1980s, the competition of commercial channels
has motivated German public television to compromise
their educational mission for the masses’ call for easy
entertainment. The mass media can affect the
contents of a culture, but they are also able–in a
worst-case scenario–to turn it into an un-culture.
Gosbert Gottmann’s photographs of his latest
series “Stop Here” are made of images of a number of Formula-1 car races shown on live tele-

vision. This includes film stills from the races themselves and from the commercial breaks shown
during the races–images, in other words, that are
ubiquitous in the context of documenting a sports
event. This kind of reporting satisfies man’s inherent,
instinctive need for freedom as well as excitement.
The viewer at home can imagine himself sitting in
the racing car and be carried away in the delirious
state of high velocity; entertainment and excitement
are brought right onto his easy chair.
Gosbert Gottmann’s way of manipulating his pictures,
his choice of scenes and the perspectives from
which he shows events taking place both at the
center of attention and behind the scenes all result
from a critical view towards the possibilities of the
media to manipulate the masses. The takes chosen
are digitally processed so as to make space, time
and place appear unreal. Through blurrings and
distortions, objects seem dematerialized. Some of
the photographs are dominated by the red color
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of Ferrari (the car maker that Michael Schumacher
is affiliated with). In Gottmann’s manipulated version,
however, the red no longer serves as a vitalizing
color within a variety of other shades ; surrounded
by dark tones, the striking color rather seems
threatening and is suggestive of fire.
Many of the photographs are like very intense
memory flashes that hardly elude the viewer,
oscillating somewhere between fascination and terror.
In the photographs titled “Stop Here,” two males
in yellow uniforms stand against a monochrome
black background. They dominate the center and
are viewed from slightly below. The man in front

In the piece titled “Technical,” a man in a white
uniform approaches a building. It might stand for
the world which the Formula-1 protagonists inhabit
on an everyday basis, but the title also reflects on
the growing impact of technology in the 21st
century, where naturally produced images are
doomed to become replaced by digitally processed
ones. The line dividing fiction and reality seems
to become less and less visible. Speeding cars,
seen from a bird’s perspective, are but small dots
on the racing court and look like satellites. People
in racing uniforms against a white background
appear to have come from a far-away universe.
Because of their appearance
and because the pictures
were twice manipulated–once
through the perspective of
the television camera, then
again by Gottmann–, the
series “Stop Here” refers to
certain aspects described
in an essay on “extreme
phenomena” by the French
thinker Jean Baudrillard, titled
“Transparency of the Evil”
(1990) :
“We are not supposed to
profoundly
decode
what
appears on the screen, but to
just take it in right away,
to work it off immediately, to
short-circuit the poles of
representation … We are getting
closer and closer to the surface
of the screen, our eyes are
like spread over the picture.
We no longer know of the distance between
audience and stage, the stage as we used to
know it does not even exist anymore.”
Pointing to the loss of distance to real-life events,
Baudrillard goes as far as to say that because of a
dominance of the digital media, the virtual world
is threatening to replace the real world.
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stands with his back to the viewer, and yet the
viewer cannot identify with him, as the reduced
presence of colors and the view from below make it
difficult to relate to the picture through this figure.
The men’s clothing with their massive paddings
and their helmets underline this alienating and
menacing impression.

Gosbert Gottmann touches on this critical aspect
by choosing an extremely seductive kind of
program, the world of Formula-1, as the subject
for his photographs. In a fast-paced age, people
are in danger of not only escaping to the superficial
entertainment of the mass media, but also losing
themselves in them and losing a sense of the
advantages of real life, which leads to loss of
communication, isolation and stultification. As
fascinating as the photographs may be regarding
their colors and composition, as terrifying is the
message they communicate. “Stop Here” can
have a double meaning ; isolated from the context
of Formula-1 and chosen for the title of the series,
it can be read as a general appeal.
The isolation of the individual in the jungle of
the big city is the subject of the 2001 series
of photographs, “Modern Sufferings.” As the title
tells us, the series revolves around man and his
possibilities of living. With only a limited number
of motifs, the photographs depict facades of
high-rise buildings in dark brownish shades. Often
viewed from below, human beings appear as
shadowy figures without identity, if at all. Again,
space, time and place do not seem real, everything
seems to be a blurred image of reality. Through
the use of photographic techniques such as blurring
or distortion, the pictures reflect our fast-moving
times in which one does not seize the pleasures
of the moment anymore. In “Modern Sufferings,”
Gosbert Gottmann sensitizes us to the causes and
results of an alienated life in the urban jungles of
our time. The green and brown shades of the
series exude coolness and at times deterrence.
Some compositions focus on a close-up view of
facades of buildings, where the rows of windows
are like dark, blank, totally undistinctive eyes. The
silhouettes of office buildings, shopping malls
and financial districts appear like phantoms of
themselves, and the sinister facades tell about
today’s anonymous urban life. “Stop Here” was
about the virtual reality individuals escape to from
time to time, causing loneliness and a dearth
of social interaction ; in a similar way, “Modern
Sufferings” refers to suffering in a world where
man can no longer determine how to live within
his environment, but is controlled by it. Forced to
move faster and faster and to work ever harder in
order to avoid poverty, he is threatened to lose
his identity and live in the shadows.
Be it his skeptical view of the mass media and
their power to manipulate cultural behavior–
“Stop Here”–, or the enlightening aspect of
“Modern Sufferings,” pointing to today’s big-city
rat race–Gosbert Gottmann’s photographs reflect
phenomena of our times.
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Meike Behm
(Translation by Simone Schede)
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